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 DOCUMENT

 From Kaleidoscomaniac to

 Cybernerd: Notes Toward
 an Archaeology of the Media

 Erkki Huhtamo

 In his classic expos6 of the "archaeology of the
 cinema," C.W. Ceram puts the prehistory of motion pictures
 straight. He states that

 knowledge of automatons, or of clockwork toys, played no part
 in the story of cinematography, nor is there any link between
 it and the production of animated 'scenes.' We can therefore
 omit plays, the baroque automatons, and the marionette the-
 atre. Even the 'deviltries' of Porta, produced with the camera
 obscura, the phantasmagorias of Robertson, the 'dissolving
 views' of Child, are not to the point. All these discoveries did
 not lead to the first genuine moving picture sequence [1].

 In another paragraph, Ceram elaborates on his position:
 "What matters in history is not whether certain chance discov-
 eries take place, but whether they take effect" [2].

 Curiously, the profuse illustrations collected by Olive Cook
 for the English language edition (1965) openly contradict
 these statements. Plenty of "chance discoveries" have been
 included, supported by meticulously prepared captions. No
 doubt, for many readers this polyphonic array of curious
 traces of the past remains the truly exciting aspect of the
 book, not Ceram's pedantic attempts to trace one by one the
 steps that led to the emergence of cinema at the end of the
 nineteenth century [3]. The writer's primary focus is on the
 narrowly causal relationships that supposedly guided the de-
 velopment of moving-image technology. Tracing the fates of
 the personalities who made this happen comes next; other
 factors matter little. The reasoning is matter-of-fact and posi-
 tivistic. Ceram never ventures upon speculations rising above
 the materiality of his sources.

 The illustrations in Ceram's book, as well as the historical

 collections on display at such wonderful places as the Frank-
 furt Film Museum, can, however, be persuaded to tell very dif-
 ferent stories, full of intriguing possibilities. As French histo-
 rian Marc Bloch taught, our conception of the past depends
 on the kind of questions we ask [4]. Any source-be it a de-
 tail of a picture or a part of a machine-can be useful if we
 approach it from a relevant perspective. There is no trace of
 the past that does not have its story to tell. Another historian
 with a comparable attitude towards historical sources was, of
 course, Walter Benjamin, who (according to Susan Buck-
 Morss) "took seriously the debris of mass culture as the
 source of philosophical truth" [5]. For Benjamin (particu-
 larly in his unfinished "Passagen-Werk") the various remains
 of nineteenth-century culture-buildings, technologies and
 commodities, but also illustrations and literary texts-served
 as inscriptions that could lead us to understand the ways in
 which a culture perceived itself and conceptualized the

 "deeper" ideological layers of its
 construction. As Tom Gunning
 puts it, "[i]f Benjamin's method
 is fully understood, technology
 can reveal the dream world of so-

 ciety as much as its pragmatic ra-
 tionalization" [6].

 Continuing the Benjaminian
 tradition, German cultural histo-

 rian Wolfgang Schievelbusch has
 shown us how a broad concept of
 history can be used to shed light

 ABSTRACT

 The author explains his pro-
 posed archaeology of the media.
 This practice draws on the work of

 scholars such as Walter Benjamin
 and Michel Foucault in its embrace
 of all forms of cultural artifacts as

 material for theory and its view of

 history in terms of discursive pro-
 duction. Where it differs from ex-

 isting approaches is in its particu-

 lar focus on historically recurring
 discursive patterns. The author of-

 fers examples of such patterns
 and proposes further examination
 of their implications as a means of

 countering ideas of technological
 and historical progress.

 not only on the topic in question-the railway, artificial light-
 ing, stimulants-but on the ways in which artifacts are embed-
 ded in the complex discursive fabrics and patterns reigning in
 a culture. From a predominantly chronological and positivis-
 tic ordering of things centered on the artifact, the emphasis is
 shifting into treating history as a multi-layered construct, a
 dynamic system of relationships. Such a shift can also be de-
 tected in the field of media studies. Tom Gunning, Siegfried
 Zielinski, Carolyn Marvin, Avital Ronell, Susan J. Douglas,
 Lynn Spiegel, Cecelia Tichi, William Boddy and others have
 recently researched the histories of media technologies such
 as telephone, film, radio and television by (re)placing them in
 their cultural and discursive contexts [7].

 This new media history clearly distances itself from the "ob-
 jectivist fallacy" of the positivist tradition, admitting that his-
 tory is basically just another discourse, a voice in the great
 chorus of voices in a society. Historians have begun to ac-
 knowledge that they cannot be free of the web of ideological
 discourses constantly surrounding and affecting them [8]. In
 this sense, history belongs to the present as much as it be-
 longs to the past. It cannot claim an objective status; it can
 only become conscious of its ambiguous role as a mediator
 and a "meaning processor" operating between the present
 and the past (and, arguably, the future). Instead of purport-
 ing to belong to the realm of infallible truth (with religion
 and the Constitution), historical writing is emerging as a con-
 versational discipline, a way of negotiating with the past [9].
 In line with this development, I would like make a few pre-

 liminary remarks about an approach I call "media archaeol-
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 ogy" [10]. While I share with the above-
 mentioned historians an interest in

 synthetic multi-perspective analysis of
 cultural approaches and historical dis-
 course, I see the aims of media archaeol-

 ogy somewhat differently than they
 might. I would like to propose it as a way
 of studying recurring cyclical phenom-
 ena that (re)appear and disappear and
 reappear over and over again in media
 history, somehow seeming to transcend
 specific historical contexts. In a way, the
 aim of this media archaeology is to ex-
 plain the sense of deja vu that Tom Gun-
 ning has registered when looking back
 from present reactions to the ways in
 which people have experienced technol-
 ogy in earlier periods [11].

 FANTASMAGORIE, LA CIOTAT,
 AND CAPTAIN EO

 In the Frankfurt Film Museum, in a dis-

 play case with different samples of
 nineteenth-century kaleidoscopes,
 there is an engraving titled La
 Kaleidoscomanie ou les Amateurs de bijoux
 Anglais ("Kaleidoscomania, or the Lov-
 ers of English Jewels"), presumably dat-
 ing from the first part of the nineteenth
 century. We see several people (and, in-
 deed, a monkey!) immersed in their ka-
 leidoscopes [12]. There are two "kaleido-
 scomaniacs" so mesmerized by the
 visions they see inside the "picture tube"
 that they do not even notice that other
 men are courting their companions be-
 hind their backs. When stereography
 became a fad in the 1850s, the same mo-

 tif soon began to appear in stereo-
 graphic photographs depicting humor-
 ously the less salutary effects of the new
 fashion [13]. The effect is the same, the

 only difference being that for the
 "stereoscomaniac" the immersion is "to-

 tal": the eyepiece of the stereoscope cov-
 ers both of the viewer's eyes, as if draw-
 ing him or her into a three-dimensional
 field of vision [14].

 Recalling the convictions of C.W.
 Ceram outlined above, we could wonder

 if these occurrences are just "chance dis-
 coveries" with no causal relationship
 and thus no historical interest. And is it

 only chance that leads us to the discov-
 ery that the current revival of immersive
 peepshow-like experience in the form of
 the virtual-reality craze has again
 brought forth the figure of the
 kaleidoscomaniac-this time in the dis-

 guise of the "cybernerd," whose passion
 for the other world makes him or her a

 fool in this one? The figure has already
 made its appearance in the cinema and

 in satirical cartoons, as well as on Music

 Television-just recall the animated fig-
 ures Beavis and Butt-Head in their head-

 mounted displays performing the song
 "I Got You Babe" with (real-life) popular
 singer Cher.

 Here is another example: according
 to C.W. Ceram, there is no historical

 connection between Etienne Gaspard
 Robertson's Fantasmagorie shows, begun
 in Paris at the very end of the eigh-
 teenth century, and the Lumiere broth-
 ers' Cinematographe presentations a cen-
 tury later. Even the use of the lanterna
 magica principle for projecting the im-
 ages on a screen does not, for Ceram,
 provide sufficient grounds to warrant
 positing a relationship [15]. However, if
 we compare contemporary illustrations
 of Fantasmagorie audiences' panicky re-
 actions to ghosts attacking them from
 the screen with reports of early cinema
 audiences fleeing in terror when the
 train in the Lumiere film L'Arrivie d'un

 train d La Ciotat (1895) seemed to rush
 straight onto them, we probably cannot
 avoid a sense of deja vu [16]. For some-
 one who has visited Disneyland, for ex-
 ample, an association that might come
 to mind is the stereoscopic movie spec-
 tacle Captain EO, featuring Michael Jack-
 son. The "onslaughting" aspect of this
 film has been enhanced by laserbeams
 (in addition to the customary 3-D ef-
 fects), which are released as if from the

 screen world to the audience space [17].
 Even though the audience may not have
 reacted very vividly on the spot, the pub-
 licity, the media and the contemporary
 oral traditions retelling the theme park
 experience make sure they did [18].

 Again, we may ask if there is any sense
 in looking for connecting links between
 these occurrences, which are wide apart
 in time and space. I would like to claim
 that these parallels are not totally ran-
 dom coincidences produced indig-
 enously by conglomerations of specific
 circumstances. Instead, all these cases

 "contain" certain commonplace ele-
 ments or cultural motives that have been

 encountered in earlier cultural pro-
 cesses. I would like to propose that such
 motives could usefully be treated as topoi,
 or "topics," applying to the field of media
 studies the ideas that Ernst Robert

 Curtius used in his massive study
 Europische Literatur und lateinisches
 Mittelalter (European Literature and the
 Latin Middle Ages) (1948) to explain the
 internal life of literary traditions [19].

 The idea of topoi goes back to the rhe-
 torical traditions of classical antiquity.
 According to Quintilianus, they were

 "storehouses of trains of thought"
 (argumentorum sedes), systematically orga-

 nized formulas serving a practical pur-
 pose-namely, the composition of ora-
 tions. As the classical rhetoric gradually
 lost its original meaning and purpose,
 the formulas penetrated into literary
 genres. According to Curtius, "[t]hey be-
 come cliches, which can be used in any
 form of literature, they spread to all
 spheres of life with which literature deals

 and to which it gives form" [20]. Topics
 can be considered formulas, ranging
 from stylistic to allegorical, that make up
 the "building blocks" of cultural tradi-
 tions; they are activated and deactivated
 in turn; new topoi are created along the
 way and old ones (at least seemingly)
 vanish. In a sense, topics provide "pre-
 fabricated" molds for experience. Even
 though they may emerge as if "uncon-
 sciously," they are, however, always cul-
 tural, and thus ideological, constructs.
 This is my main objection to Curtius,
 who sometimes resorted to Jungian ar-
 chetypes to explain the appearance of
 certain topoi [21]. In the era of commer-
 cial and industrial media culture, it is in-

 creasingly important to note that topoi
 can be consciously activated and ideo-
 logically and commercially exploited.

 DISCURSIVE INVENTIONS AS

 AN OBJECT OF STUDY
 When we deal with topoi such as the one
 related to the stereotypical reactions of
 panic upon viewing a media spectacle,
 we deal with representations instead of
 actual experiences; we do not (and per-
 haps never will) know if any audience
 ever reacted to a Fantasmagorie or a
 Cinimatographe presentation in the ways
 depicted in visual or literary discourses.
 Claiming that they did would be beside
 the point. The interesting thing is pre-
 cisely the recurrence of the topoi within
 these discourses. It could be claimed

 that the reality of media history lies pri-
 marily in the discourses that guide and
 mold its development, rather than in
 the "things" and "artifacts" that, for writ-
 ers like Ceram, form the core around
 which everything (r) evolves.

 In this respect, I share Michel
 Foucault's determination "[t]o substi-
 tute for the enigmatic treasure of
 'things' anterior to discourse, the regu-
 lar formation of objects that emerge
 only in discourse" [22]. These "discur-
 sive objects" can, with good reason,
 claim a central place in the study of the
 history of media culture. Even though
 Foucault referred to media systems only
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 casually, a related strategy has been
 adopted by Friedrich Kittler in his Dis-
 course Networks 1800/1900, in which he

 traces the gradual shift from one discur-
 sive system to another, drawing on a
 great variety of inscriptions [23]. As
 David E. Wellberg has noted,

 Kittler's discourse analysis follows the
 Foucauldian lead in that it seeks to de-

 lineate the apparatuses of power, stor-
 age, transmission, training, reproduc-
 tion, and so forth to make up the
 conditions of factual discursive occur-

 rences [24].

 Instead of pursuing a systematic study
 of Foucauldian "discursive forma-

 tions"-ideological traditions of dis-
 courses reigning in society that are
 based on the interplay of power and
 knowledge-the approach I am delin-
 eating is actually closer to the field char-
 acterized by Foucault somewhat con-
 temptuously as the history of ideas,

 the history of those age-old themes that
 are never crystallized in a rigorous and
 individual system, but which have
 formed the spontaneous philosophy of
 those who did not philosophize....
 The analysis of opinions rather than of
 knowledge, of errors rather than of
 truth, of types of mentality rather than
 of forms of thought [25].

 Registering false starts, seemingly
 ephemeral phenomena and anecdotes
 about media can sometimes be more re-

 vealing than tracing the fates of ma-
 chines that were patented, industrially
 fabricated and widely distributed in the
 society-let alone the lives of their cre-
 ators-if our focus is on the meanings
 that emerge through the social practices
 related to the use of technology. I agree
 with cultural historian of technology
 Carolyn Marvin when she writes that

 [m]edia are not fixed objects: they
 have no natural edges. They are con-
 structed complexes of habits, beliefs,
 and procedures embedded in elabo-
 rate cultural codes of communication.

 The history of media is never more or
 less than the history of their uses,
 which always lead us away from them to
 the social practices and conflicts they
 illuminate [26].

 From such a point of view, unrealized
 "dream machines," or discursive inven-

 tions (inventions that exist only as dis-
 courses), can be just as revealing as real-
 ized artifacts. A case in point, the
 telectroscope was a discursive invention
 that was widely believed to exist in the
 late nineteenth century. It was an
 electro-optical device that was supposed
 to enable an individual to "increase the

 range of vision by hundreds of miles, so

 that, for instance, a man in New York
 could see the features of his friend in

 Boston with as much ease as he could see

 the performance on the stage" [27]. Ar-
 ticles about the device were published in
 respected popular scientific journals
 such as La Nature and The Electrical Re-

 view; there were even claims that Edison

 had invented it. Time and again it was
 announced that it would be presented to
 the general audience at the next world's
 fair. Yet the telectroscope never made an
 appearance except in these discourses,
 which were widely distributed through-
 out the industrialized Western world.

 The telectroscope can be interpreted
 simply as a utopian projection of the
 hopes raised by electricity and, particu-
 larly, by the telephone, which were real-
 ized decades later in the form of televi-

 sion. It should not, however, be

 discarded so easily. Television found its
 dominant form in broadcasting, which
 was very different from the role offered
 for the telectroscope as a "tele-vision
 machine" meant for active person-to-
 person communication. Jaron Lanier's
 utopian vision of virtual reality (VR) "as
 the telephone, not as the television of
 the future" can thus be seen as another

 incarnation of a topos well known more
 than a hundred years earlier [28]. It re-
 mains to be seen if Lanier's discursive

 version of VR will ever be realized, or if

 the rudimentary technology that in-
 spired it will finally be molded into a
 form closer to the economically and
 ideologically constrained structures of
 broadcast television than to those of

 telecommunication [29]. The discursive

 formations that enveloped and molded
 the emergence of VR technology
 around the turn of the 1980s and 1990s

 would provide an appropriate subject of
 study for the kind of an approach I have
 been trying to delineate.

 To sum up, it seems to me that the
 media-archaeological approach has two
 main goals: first is the study of the cycli-
 cally recurring elements and motives
 underlying and guiding the develop-
 ment of media culture. Second is the

 "excavation" of the ways in which these
 discursive traditions and formulations

 have been "imprinted" on specific me-
 dia machines and systems in different
 historical contexts, contributing to their
 identity in terms of socially and ideologi-
 cally specific webs of signification. This
 kind of approach emphasizes cyclical
 rather than chronological development
 and recurrence rather than unique in-
 novation. In doing so, it runs counter to
 the customary way of thinking about

 technoculture in terms of a constant

 progress proceeding from one techno-
 logical breakthrough to another and
 making earlier machines and applica-
 tions obsolete along the way. The aim of
 the media archaeological approach is
 not to negate the "reality" of technologi-
 cal development, but rather to balance
 it by placing it within a wider and more
 multifaceted social and cultural frame

 of reference.
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